
WHY FOREST AND TREE 
TENURE MATTERS
Managing rural landscapes for greater sustainability



Rural change is affecting the use and 
distribution of trees

Household demands for 
forest products are shifting 
from forest to farm;

Spectrum of impacts
Rural and subsistence uses
Commercial uses

Substitution? woodfuel, 
industrial timber

Tree cover in farming areas 
is increasing to meet 
demands for tree products
Management of forests and 
woodlands can be 
improved to meet demands



Tree cover transitions are underway

Global forest cover is 
both degrading and 
declining;
In rural landscapes, 
tree cover as well as 
the number of trees on 
farms is increasing.

Source: FAO (2005).  State of the World’s Forests.



Tree cover on agricultural land



Trees on farms are increasing.

Why?



Cash on the stump…



Establishing boundaries…



Improving crop productivity…



…and increasing household consumption.



Forest and woodland recovery

In some areas, 
forests and 
woodlands are 
recovering as a 
result of …?

5 million ha of millet production in Niger under 
Faidherbia albida farming systems



Regenerating woodlands…

Niger

1975 2003





Ownership and tenure
… and why it matters

Who owns trees on farms?
Sometimes separable land and tree tenure
Widely accepted principle of ‘who puts in the 
labor owns the tree’
Gender implications derived from custom

Who owns trees in forests and woodlands?
State, community, private?
Questions of governance

Emergence of markets 
for forest carbon: 

Who owns the trees 
owns the carbon



Trends in devolving rights of tree, 
woodland and forest ownership

Does it improve management?
Empirical studies: Chhatre and Agrawal (2008, 
2009); Coleman (2009)

Devolution has demonstrated
The importance of collective 
action
The role of markets
The value of good governance



Collective action
in community forests works …



Markets can drive degradation..



…and can promote forest recovery



Better community forest governance
improves forest outcomes…

Monitoring and sanctioning 
improve biodiversity 
outcomes
Greater rule-making 
autonomy at the local level 
is associated with high 
carbon storage and 
livelihood benefits



What does this mean for policy and 
public investment?

Getting tenure reforms ‘right’ 
can have profound impacts on 
use and access to trees
But… there are no panaceas.
Need to rethink role of 
traditional forest agencies viz
service delivery functions, rather 
than regulatory roles
How to know? Role of 
evaluation.
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